
Appropriation of internet.

Due to misuse of internet for pathological self-presentation, illegal surveillance, misleading and 
brainwashing, I appropriate entire internet including all technical means necessary for its 
realization. All domain holders, technical operators and web masters are requested to allow  me 
access to their sites without any limitation on first request. In case of refusal to follow  my 
commandments the holdouts will be prosecuted. 

Dr. Andrej Poleev
Berlin, 9. September 2019.
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Andrej Poleev • Postfach 301812 • 10746 Berlin

 Krista Papac
 ICANN
 12025 Waterfront Avenue, Suite 300
 Los Angeles, CA 90094
 USA

            16.09.2019

Dear Ms. Papac,

thank you for your reply and expressed willingness to assist me. In order to avoid any possible 
misunderstanding, please note, that my message is not a complaint, but a statement addressed 
not only to the ICANN‘ CEO or you but rather to everyone. 

However, there is a significant difference between ICANN and everyone. Everyone is mostly user 
of the internet, but ICANN together with internet providers and holders of registered internet 
domains are creators and administrators or enable creation and administration of internet and its 
content.

The involvement of ICANN in administration and assignment of  globally unique identifiers on the 
internet, including domain names, internet protocol addresses, implies responsibility and 
accountability.

Responsibility means not only obligation to respond inquiries, but also liability in case of 
wrongdoings,  facilitation of wrongdoings, or neglecting supervisory obligations. 

My statement is not only a summary about the current disordered state of internet but also a 
declaration of  intent to improve interpersonal communication and understanding. Such 
improvement makes necessary several corrections, technical innovations and revision of the 
regulation and of the terms and conditions of use of the internet. 

As a first step towards realization of  my intent I eliminate current system of organised 
irresponsibility. All irresponsible organizations and persons will be removed from the internet, their 
sites will be deleted or appropriated, together with their assets and property in certain 
circumstances. 
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As an appropriator of  the internet I alone make decisions about removal or appropriation of  internet 
sites. ICANN can assist me to rule declared transition, and I expect from ICANN such assistance 
and cooperation in this matter. 

If you have questions or suggestions please don‘t hesitate to contact me.

Dr. Andrej Poleev

From: Assembler <2017@assembly.re>
Date: September 9, 2019 at 10:48:38 PDT
To: goran.marby@icann.org
Subject: [Ext] Appropriation of internet. 

On Wednesday, September 11, 2019, 2:01:15 AM GMT+2, 
Krista Papac <krista.papac@icann.org> wrote:

Dear Dr Andrey Poleev,

Your message was forwarded to me by the ICANN CEO. I’d like to assist you, however it’s not 
clear to me what it is you are asking the ICANN org to do. Can you please clarify?

Best,
Krista Papac
Complaints Officer
ICANN
+1 310 578 8937
12025 Waterfront Avenue, Suite 300
Los Angeles, CA 90094
www.icann.org
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